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A brain injury can affect many of the skills that we rely on to work. While 
different jobs require different skill sets, some skills are common to many 
roles, such as being able to remember things, process information, 
concentrate and keep energy levels up. Unfortunately, a brain injury can 
affect many of these skills, among others. Returning to work can therefore 
be difficult for many people after brain injury, whether they are returning to 
their previous job or starting a new one.   

This publication explains how a brain injury can affect the process of 
returning to work, common feelings about returning to work after brain 
injury, tips for making this process easier and suggestions for alternative 
options if you are unable to return to work after brain injury.  

You can talk through this information with our helpline on 0808 800 2244 
(Monday - Friday, 9am-5pm) or helpline@headway.org.uk, although please 
note that the helpline is not an employment service and therefore cannot 
give specialist employment advice.  

Returning to work after brain injury 

© Headway - the brain injury association, 2023 
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There are many possible effects of brain injury. These are usually grouped 
into physical, cognitive, sensory, emotional and behavioural effects. Any of 
these can cause difficulties with returning to work.   
 
Below are some of the common effects of brain injury and how these may 
affect a person’s ability to return to work.  
 
• Memory problems - affecting someone's ability to remember important 

meetings, or causing them to miss project deadlines  
 
• Problems with concentration - causing difficulties when working in a 

busy environment with lots of noise and distractions around 
 

• Executive dysfunction - causing difficulties with thinking through and 
following the steps needed to complete a project 

 
• Fatigue - making it harder to concentrate on work, and risky to 

undertake manual work 
 

• Headaches - causing discomfort and pain when looking at computer 
screens 
 

... among many others. For more information on the effects of brain injury and 
tips for coping with these, visit our website at www.headway.org.uk.  
 

 
 

 
Brain injuries affect people differently. People will have different feelings 
about the impact of their injury, and different attitudes towards their ability to 
return to work. There is no right or wrong way to feel, and it is perfectly 
normal to feel several different emotions at once, for example feeling both  

Consider which effects of brain injury are most problematic for you in the 
workplace. Find out more about these from our publications on the  

effects of brain injury, or contact our helpline to discuss in more detail.  

 How can a brain injury affect returning to work? 

 Feelings about returning to work 

http://www.headway.org.uk
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anxious about working but also glad about returning to a sense of normality. 
 
Below are some examples of emotions people may feel about returning to 
work after brain injury. 
 
• Many people report feeling anxious or nervous about the idea of 

returning to work, as they may struggle to cope with the effects of their 
injury in the workplace.  
 

• People may feel frustrated about needing to return to work to maintain a 
regular income, even though they know that this will be difficult for them.  
 

• People may feel confused if they are not sure what their options are and 
what would be best for them, especially in the early days of their injury. 
 

• Some people may feel overwhelmed by the idea of returning to work.  
 

• Feeling like a ‘different person’ after brain injury may make some people 
feel embarrassed about returning to work and being among their 
employees when they have changed so much. 
 

• Others may be excited about the idea of returning to a job they enjoy, or 
people they enjoy working with. 
 

• People may feel glad about 
returning to something that  
gives them a familiar feeling of 
‘normality’ after the many 
changes that a brain injury can 
bring.  

 
 

How does the idea of returning to work after brain injury make you 
feel? Reflect on your feelings and your reasons for why you feel 
this way. You might want to write things down, as this might help 

you to think things through.  

“I am due to go back to work tomorrow 
on a phased return to work, following a 
brain injury in October 2022. Currently 
feeling a whole mixture of emotions, 

scared, excited, nervous and anxious.” 
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The following points are things to consider before you return to work after 
your brain injury... 
 
Don’t return until you feel ready 
Many people make the mistake of rushing back 
to work too soon after their brain injury, and 
then having great difficulty. Remember that the 
effects of brain injury can be long-term, so even 
after coming home from hospital or 
rehabilitation, you may experience effects such 
as fatigue, memory problems, headaches, 
depression, or difficulties with processing 
information. These may improve naturally over time, or it may be 
that you gradually find ways of adjusting and coping. In any case, recovery 
from brain injury can take time you should not rush back to work before you 
have had a chance to adjust to your changed circumstances. Remember that 
you may be eligible for welfare benefits in the meantime.  
 
 
Think about how much you want to tell your colleagues  
If you have been away from work for a while, it is likely that your colleagues 
will know something about your absence, but they may not know that you 
have had a brain injury - and even if they do, they may not know how you 
have been affected, or even what a brain injury is.  
 
It’s up to you how much you choose to tell others, but remember that your 
colleagues will be able to support you better if they know about the support 
you need. For example, if you have difficulties with prioritising, your 
colleagues can help with keeping notes and making sure that you stay on 
track with deadlines. 
 
Headway’s publication Brain injury: a guide for colleagues can help to explain 
your brain injury to colleagues and may be a useful starting point for these 
discussions. 
 
 
 

Things to consider before returning to work after brain injury  

“I tried to go back to work a 
few days after traumatic 

brain injury. I was  
overwhelmed by the lighting 
in the store and everything 
sounded too loud...After a 

year and a half I was  
dismissed not fit to work.”  

https://www.headway.org.uk/media/4989/brain-injury-a-guide-for-colleagues-factsheet.pdf
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 Talk to your employer about any adjustments they can make 
Under the Equality Act (2010), employers have a legal responsibility to make  
“reasonable adjustments” to the workplace to support a disabled employee. 
Suggestions for ‘reasonable adjustments’ could include things such as 
offering shorter working hours or providing equipment that can help to stay 
organised. More suggestions are provided in the next section and in our 
publication Brain injury: a guide for employers.  
 
Remember to make your employer aware of any legal or safety implications 
of your brain injury, such as if you are no longer able to drive due to a risk of 
seizures, or if you no longer have the mobility to do manual handling work.  
 
 
Practice a ‘structured home programme’  
This is a programme that you put in place while at home to help with 
practicing for a working week. It can involve things like waking up at the time 
you would need to wake up for work, practising tasks you would do at work, 
practising getting to and from work (such as catching a bus at certain times or 
driving down certain routes in working hours), or practicing activities that 
could help you to develop your memory, concentration or decision-making 
skills. 
 
 

Make sure it is safe to return to work 
Make sure it is safe for you to return to 
work, for example by checking with your 
GP and making sure that you will be 
covered by your employer’s insurance. 
Your employer may need to do an 
occupational health assessment. Small 
and medium sized companies that don’t have an occupational health 
department may be able to get help for this from NHS Health at Work - for 
more information, visit www.nhshealthatwork.co.uk.  
 
 
Talk to an occupational therapist 
You might have already received some occupational therapy or you may 
currently be supported by an occupational therapist (OT). OTs can advise on  
 
 
 

“I am doing a phased return. The  
doctor specified that I can only do 
tasks that aren't too difficult for my 
brain. I can't do my job properly at 
the moment, so I am just helping 

where I can.”  

https://www.headway.org.uk/media/4123/brain-injury-a-guide-for-employers.pdf
https://www.nhshealthatwork.co.uk/
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 aspects of safely returning to work, so you might want to discuss this with 
them. If you are not currently supported by an OT, speak to your GP about 
possibly getting a referral to one, or search for an OT in private practice at 
www.rcotss-ip.org.uk/find. 
 
 

Consider your route to work 
If you need to travel to get to work, consider your route and how comfortably, 
safely and easily you can travel. If travelling is difficult, consider whether there 
are any colleagues you trust who could give you a lift, or public transport you 
can take. The UK government’s Access to Work scheme (available in 
England, Scotland and Wales) can help with taxi fares if you have a disability 
and need help with getting to work, but cannot use public transport. For more 
information, visit www.gov.uk/access-to-work/apply or contact the Access to 
Work helpline on: 
 

 Telephone: 0800 121 7479 
 Textphone: 0800 121 7579 
 Relay UK (if you cannot hear or speak on the phone): 18001 then 

0800 121 7479 
 

Access to Work is also available in Northern Ireland although it is a slightly 
different scheme - for more information, visit  www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/
access-work-practical-help-work.  
 
 

Be kind to yourself - returning to work can be difficult for many people after 
brain injury. If you try to return, but then find that it is not possible for you to 
continue, try to be kind with yourself, and honest about what is best. 
Information in the section Alternative options to returning to work after brain 
injury on page 12 might be helpful. 
 
 
 
 
The tips in this section are ideas for things to consider when returning to work 
after brain injury. Remember that different things will work for different people, 
and will depend on personal circumstances and the nature of your work.  

Tips for returning to work after brain injury  

http://www.rcotss-ip.org.uk/find
http://www.gov.uk/access-to-work/apply
http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/access-work-practical-help-work
http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/access-work-practical-help-work
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 • Consider a phased return - 
many people find it easier to 
return to work on a phased 
return. This means they start 
off with a few hours and 
gradually build this up to 
return to normal working 
hours. For example, someone 
who worked a 9am-5pm job before their brain injury may return to a 
10am-3pm role. This change in working hours might help them to 
accommodate for needing more time to get ready in the mornings due to 
mobility problems, and needing to rest in the afternoons due to fatigue.  
 
 

• Discuss different roles or responsibilities - talk to your employer 
about the possibility of taking on different responsibilities or roles that are 
more suitable for you, or reducing some of your workload so that you can 
gradually build this back up when you are ready. This will depend on your 
job’s core requirements and the effects you are personally experiencing. 
Discuss how this information will be shared with colleagues in order to 
manage everyone’s expectations.  
 
 

• Use helpful tools, adaptive equipment and strategies - some effects 
of brain injury require the use of tools, adaptive equipment and strategies 
to cope. Calendars, wall charts, notes, Dictaphones, alarms and diaries 
can help, although in some cases more specialist equipment may be 
required. The UK government’s Access to Work scheme (available in 
England, Scotland and Wales) offers a grant that can help with the costs 
of specialist equipment. For more information, visit www.gov.uk/access-to
-work/apply or contact the Access to work helpline on:   
 
 Telephone: 0800 121 7479 
 Textphone: 0800 121 7579 
 Relay UK (if you cannot hear or speak on the phone): 18001 then 

0800 121 7479  
 

Access to Work is also available in Northern Ireland although it is a slightly  

“I had my brain injury in 2019... I returned 
to work 9 months later... I was put on a 
phased return, 1 hour per day, 3 days a 
week. This was reviewed at the end of 

every week and increased very slowly... I 
am now full time and have been since 

2020.” 

http://www.gov.uk/access-to-work/apply
http://www.gov.uk/access-to-work/apply
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 different scheme - for more information, visit  www.nidirect.gov.uk/
articles/access-work-practical-help-work.  
 
 

• Take regular breaks - 
depending on the nature of 
your job, you might be able to 
take regular breaks through 
the day, which can be 
especially helpful if you 
struggle with fatigue, 
overstimulation or anxiety. 
Talk to your employer about this so that they are aware of your 
needs and can make suitable arrangements, such as locating quiet 
rooms or areas that you can rest in when you need to.  
 

 
• Consider keeping a routine if 

this is helpful – some people 
find that having a routine can 
help with settling back into work. 
This could be a morning routine 
when getting ready, or a 
particular set of weekly tasks 
that you follow to give your 
working week structure. Try to 
have back-up plans in place if 
things don’t quite work to your 
routine to minimise stress. 
 
 

• Consider the suitability of your environment  - consider how suitable 
your working environment is. For instance, if you have mobility problems 
are you located on a ground floor, or do you have easy access to 
emergency exit routes? If you have continence issues, are you close to a 
toilet that will be available for you if you need to use it in an emergency? 
If you feel overstimulated, is there a quiet room you can work in? Our 
environments are very important factors to how comfortable we feel at  

“I couldn’t wait to get back to work and 
feel ‘normal’ again, it was super scary but 
I had to have a phased return for around 
8 weeks and then lightly got back in to it, 
it was exhausting! Take as many breaks 
as you need, wear your glasses if you 
need them, lots of water and do what 

your body is telling you!”  

“I returned to work after my brain injury 
and my work were incredibly supportive. 

My memory issues made it difficult to  
remember to do what I’d been asked to 

do, so by simply asking my line manager 
to email me my task made it easier. Also, 
with my reliance upon routine to make my 

memory work, they let me work on the 
same days each week which made it 
easier to remember when I was in the  

office.”  

http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/access-work-practical-help-work
http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/access-work-practical-help-work
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 work, so think about what would be most helpful to you and discuss this 
with your employer.  
 
 

• Get support from family and friends - this could be through practical 
support, such as offering lifts to travel to and from work, cooking meals, 
helping with childcare or just having somebody to talk to when you need 
it. Talk to someone who you trust if you need emotional support, such as 
if you are feeling stressed or nervous. Remember that accepting help 
from others is a sign of strength, not weakness, and the right support can 
make a successful return to work easier. You can talk to our helpline if 
you need advice, support or a listening ear, on 0808 800 2244 or 
helpline@headway.org.uk. Our online communities can also offer a 
space for you to talk to others and ask questions; for more information, 
visit www.headway.org.uk/supporting-you/online-communities. 
 
 

• Be honest about how you are feeling - a brain injury is a life-changing 
experience, and one that can be very difficult for people to adjust to. 
There are no right or wrong ways to feel, and it is perfectly normal to find 
things difficult, especially in the early days, weeks or months of injury. Be 
honest with your employer and your colleagues about any difficulties you 
are having, and be confident about asking for things that you need. 
Above all, be honest with yourself! Try not to ignore and push through 
difficulties you may be having - instead, talk to your employer or GP 
about any support you may need, and remember that our helpline is also 
available to support and advise on 0808 800 2244 or 
helpline@headway.org.uk.    
 
 

• Get feedback from your employer and colleagues - this may seem 
daunting, but it can be very helpful to hear from others on how you are 
doing, especially as it might sometimes be difficult to accurately reflect 
on your own performance. Try to think of all feedback that you get in a 
positive way, even if you have made mistakes. Treat mistakes and 
negative feedback as part of the learning process.  
 
 

mailto:helpline@headway.org.uk
http://www.headway.org.uk/supporting-you/online-communities
mailto:helpline@headway.org.uk
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 • Keep things in perspective - while it can be tempting to blame any new 
challenges on your brain injury, remember that sometimes problems can 
occur that are not because of your injury but are just a regular part of 
working life. Another thing to keep in perspective is that things can  
improve over time, so while you may be struggling with your brain injury 
now, things can and do get better for many people over time. 
 
 

• Don’t overlook the small things that can help at work – getting 
enough sleep, good nutrition, hydration and maintaining exercise outside 
of work is important for your physical and mental wellbeing, especially 
when managing the stressors of returning to work after a brain injury.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Many people return to a previously held 
job after their brain injury. This can be 
easier in some ways as you will already 
be familiar with the role, your 
responsibilities, processes in place and 
colleagues. However, some people might 
decide that it is better for them to look for 
new work, or it may be that their previous 
job is no longer suitable or safe for them 
to return to.  
 
If you are looking for new work, there are several things that can help you 
with finding something suitable.  
 
• Look for the ‘disability confident’ symbol - this is a symbol that some 

employers will share (i.e. on their websites, leaflets) that shows they are  

 Looking for new work after brain injury 

Go through the tips in this section and put a tick against the ones 
that might work for you. Can you think of any others? It might help 
to make a list of things you need to do next, such as setting up a 
meeting with your employer, reading about the effects of brain  
injury, buying a wall planner to help with staying organised, etc. 

“I tried a phased return to work, but 
found out that I couldn’t...Too many 

hours and too much stress... I 
changed career, I now work as a 
freelance trainer, working in the 

same industry. I have more freedom 
to work around the fatigue, and I’m 

far less stressed.”  
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 committed to employing disabled people.  
 

• Contact your local Jobcentre - they may have specialist advisors 
called Disability Employment Advisors or Work Coaches who can help 
with assessing your abilities and finding suitable work, depending on 
your circumstances.  
 
 

• Consider the Intensive Personalised Employment Support scheme - 
this scheme gives specialised support and training to people with a 
disability who are looking for work. More information is available at 
www.gov.uk/intensive-personalised-employment-support or by contacting 
your nearest Jobcentre.  
 

 

• Consider the Work and Health Programme -  this is a scheme that 
gives personal support to help you to find and keep a job that suits your 
skills and circumstances. For more information, visit www.gov.uk/work-
health-programme.  

 
 
• Talk to an occupational therapist - you may already have received 

some occupational therapy while in hospital or during rehabilitation or 
may currently be supported by an occupational therapist (OT). OTs can 
advise on aspects of safely returning to work, so you might want to 
discuss this with them. If you are not currently supported by an OT, 
speak to your GP about the possibility of getting a referral to one, or 
search for an OT in private practice from the Royal College of 
Occupational Therapists’ website www.rcotss-ip.org.uk/find. 
 
 

• Explore vocational rehabilitation (VR) - this is another scheme 
designed to specifically help people with redeveloping the skills they 
need for employment. You can speak to your GP about accessing VR, or 
search for companies that offer VR through the Vocational Rehabilitation 
Association’s website at  www.vrassociationuk.com/. 

 
Other things to consider are finding a job that has suitable hours and  
 

http://www.gov.uk/intensive-personalised-employment-support
http://www.gov.uk/work-health-programme
http://www.gov.uk/work-health-programme
http://www.rcotss-ip.org.uk/find
https://vrassociationuk.com/
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 somewhere close to home or home-based if travelling is difficult.   
 
 
 
Some people are unable to return to work following their brain injury. This 
section suggests some alternative options to returning to work after brain 
injury. It is always advisable to discuss these options with someone you trust  
before exploring them further.  
 

• Self-employment is an option that offers greater flexibility and 
independence, however there is a lot to consider first and the level of 
responsibility may not suit everyone. Explore this option carefully if you 
are considering it.  

 
 

• You could consider returning to 
education and gaining new 
qualifications, skills or choosing a 
new direction for yourself. Some 
people find that the process of 
having a brain injury makes them  
re-consider what they want to spend their life doing. Returning to 
education can be a good way to try something new, although it can be 
expensive, hard work and a big commitment, so this option should be  
explored carefully before committing to it.  
 
 

• Consider volunteering, which is an 
excellent way of staying connected to 
others, contributing to society and 
feeling fulfilled. Volunteering also offers 
greater flexibility, and you can often 
choose the hours you commit.  
Choose a cause that you are passionate about so that you feel 
more motivated. You should also ask about any training you might need 
to take first. Headway shops and groups and branches often have 
volunteering opportunities you could consider - to find your nearest shop 
or group/branch, visit www.headway.org.uk/donate/volunteer. 
 
 

 
 
 

“I haven’t managed to go back to work 
yet but I have gone back to  

finish my (masters degree).... I am 
happy I’m back but I have to take rest 

very seriously.”  

““My boyfriend sustained his 
brain injury in 2020 - he’s not 
back to work yet, however he 
currently volunteers for 1 hour 
everyday in the charity shop.” 

 Alternative options to returning to work after brain injury 

https://www.headway.org.uk/donate/volunteer/
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 • You might be entitled to welfare benefits if you are unable to work due 
to a disability. Understanding eligibility and the process of applying for 
benefits can be complicated, but you can find information on this in our  

 publications, including sources of specialist support and advice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If you feel that you have been unfairly treated at work, you should always 
start off by trying to talk directly to the person with whom you have a 
complaint if this is appropriate and safe for you to do. You might also have a 
Human Resource department within your organisation that can help.  
 
The organisation ACAS (the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service) 
can also provide free, impartial advice about employment matters and 
disputes, as well as offering lots of information on their website at 
www.acas.org.uk. Their helpline number is 0300 123 1100.  
 
For more guidance on this topic, see the Headway publication Making a 
complaint about treatment at work.  
 
 
 
 

ACAS (the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service)  
Helpline: 0300 123 1100 
Web: www.acas.org.uk 
  
 

 Unfair treatment at work 

Useful organisations  

People naturally benefit from the financial independence of working,  
but take a moment to reflect on whether there are other aspects of 

work that you also enjoy. For example, do you enjoy feeling like you 
are contributing to society by working? Do you like the intellectual 
stimulation that working gives? Do you enjoy the daily routine that 

working involves? Or do you enjoy the socialising opportunities that 
you get through work? If you are not able to return to work after 

brain injury, are you able to achieve any of these aspects through 
the above suggestions instead? 

http://www.acas.org.uk
http://www.acas.org.uk
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 Disability Jobsite 
Web: www.disabilityjobsite.co.uk 
 
National Careers Service 
Tel: 0800 100 900 
Web: www.nationalcareers.service.gov.uk 
 
Remploy 
Tel: 0300 456 8110 
Web: www.remploy.co.uk 
 
The Shaw Trust 
Tel: 0300 30 33 111 
Web: www.shawtrust.org.uk  
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